
Function Activations & 
Activation Trees

Sort(list) 
{ 
Read {} 
Qsort (low,high){ 
    int x 
      Partition (low,high){} 
    x = Partition(low,high) 
    call Qsort(low, x-1 } 
    call Qsort(x+1,high) 

      Sort 
 
Read     Qsort(1,9) 
 
 
   Partition(1,9)   Qsort(1,3) Qsort(5,9) 



Exercise

Class Main { 
 g() : Int { 1 }; 
 f(x:Int):  Int { if x = 0 then g() else f(x - 1) fi}; 
 main(): Int {{f(3); }}; 

}

What is the activation tree for this example?



Runtime Stack in MeggyJava�
(with recursion)

class PA4raindrop {
public static void main(String[] whatever){
   while (true) {
     new Cloud().rain((byte)3,(byte)7); …}   }}
class Cloud {    
   public void rain(byte x, byte y) {
  // light up x,y if is in bounds and continue recursion
   if (this.inBounds(x, y)) {
      Meggy.setPixel(x, y, Meggy.Color.BLUE)
      if (this.inBounds(x,(byte)(y+(byte)1))) {
         Meggy.setPixel(x, (byte)(y+(byte)1), Meggy.Color.DARK);
         } else {}
     Meggy.delay(100);
     this.rain(x, (byte)(y-(byte)1));
    } else {}  }
public boolean inBounds(byte x, byte y) {
   return ((byte)(0-1) < y) && (y < (byte)8);  }
}
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Notes

•  The activation tree depends on run-
time behavior 

•  The activation tree may be different 
for every program input 

•  Need to keep track of procedure 
activations during execution 

•  Details depend on machine architecture 



AVR Instruction Set Architecture 
 

 

 

    

Runtime Stack: 
Push 
Pop 
Stack pointer 

RISC: 
Load/store to access memory 
8-bit (byte) architecture 
2 8-bit words = 1 16-bit int 
Paired regs = 1 16-bit int  



Calling Convention 
 

 

 

    



Stack Pointer and Frame Pointer 
 

    



Team Exercise

Examine an assembly code example.
Answer the following:
1.  What  actions need to happen at a method call site at 

runtime?
2.  What code is generated to perform those actions at runtime?

3.   What actions need to happen at the prologue of a method?
4.  What code is generated to perform those actions at runtime?

5.  What actions need to happen at the epilogue of a method
6.  What code is generated to perform those actions at runtime?



So, how does this affect 
Symbol Table?

Parameters:  base, offset
    What should be the base?

What is the offset? (how computed?)

Method: size for parameters on stack



Exercise with PA4raindrop.java.noObjs.s

At each call site, draw the runtime stack and
register contents.
�

At the end of each epilogue, draw the runtime stack
and register contents.



Promoting Bytes to Ints


